


BLOOM | WALL FIRE

This flower shaped Wall Fire Place while with a delicate design has in it's core all the strength and will to 
push forward and evolve, turning itself in something bigger and beautiful. The Bloom Wall Fire with its 
steel body represents a full bloomed body and the epitome of beauty.
The perfect choice for lighting up any room with Fire and Passion.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH  122,5 cm | 48,22" 
DEPTH  45 cm | 17,71" 
HEIGHT  123 cm | 48,42" 

MATERIALS  
Brushed stainless steel.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 142 cm | 55,90” D 142 cm | 55,90” H 66 cm | 25,98”
VOLUME  1,33 m³ |  46,96ft³
WEIGHT  168kg | 370,37lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 8 to 10 weeks for FOOGO collections.
Delivery time is not included.
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ERUPTION | WALL FIRE

This vulcano shaped Wall firepit represents the natural phenomenon of an eruption trough it’s rough 
looking steel structure and its chimney like firebox. The electrical fire together with the heating system 
makes Eruption Wall Fire a perfect fit for any environment willing to stand out among the others.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH  165 cm | 64,96" 
DEPTH  18 cm | 7,08" 
HEIGHT  90 cm | 35,43" 

MATERIALS  
Brushed stainless steel.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 176 cm | 69,29” D 62 cm | 24,40” H 100 cm | 39,37”
VOLUME  1,09 m³ |  38,49ft³
WEIGHT  170kg | 374,78lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 8 to 10 weeks for FOOGO collections.
Delivery time is not included.
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GRASBERG | FIREPIT

The drilled shape of this item calls on the great mine of Grasberg, which is the Holy Grail of the mining 
world. Its man-made hole takes us to the skills of our masterful craftsman that together with the finest 
materials made this everlasting piece of design. Grasberg firepit is a tremendous achievement, meeting the 
perfect balance between a luxury item and a fireplace to light up your life.

DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER  120 cm | 47,24" 
HEIGHT  42 cm | 16,53" 

MATERIALS  
Rusty corten steel.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 140 cm | 55,11” D 140 cm | 55,11” H 66 cm | 25,98”
VOLUME  1,29 m³ |  45,55ft³
WEIGHT  198kg | 436,51lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 8 to 10 weeks for FOOGO collections.
Delivery time is not included.
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MUSA | FIREPLACE

Musa also historically known as the most richest individual to have set foot on earth, was an imperor from 
the Mali Empire. Musa Fireplace takes after all the wealth and boldness of his empire. The way this 
fireplace conquers the space with its brass structure together with the strength present in its flames relates 
to the strenght of Musa’s empire, as well as its known title as the “Biggest Gold producer of the World”.

DIMENSIONS

WIDTH  250 cm | 98,42" 
DEPTH  50 cm | 19,68" 
HEIGHT  100 cm | 39,37" 

MATERIALS  
Matte brass with green marble top.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 260 cm | 102,36” D 100 cm | 39,37” H 120 cm | 47,24”
VOLUME  3,12 m³ |  110,18ft³
WEIGHT  388kg | 855,39lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 8 to 10 weeks for FOOGO collections.
Delivery time is not included.
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OLYMPUS | FIREPIT

The Bold approach in both materials and design to this product is related to the big Mount Olympus, home 
of the greek gods who dwelt in fabulous palaces of marble and gold. Its strengthened structure make the 
Olympus Firepit a sight to seen, taking us back to the great fire of the Athenas torch, also known as the 
Olympic Flame.

DIMENSIONS

DIAMETER  148 cm | 58,26" 
HEIGHT  45,5 cm | 17,91" 

MATERIALS  
Brushed stainless steel and rusty corten steel details.

PACKAGING

DIMENSIONS                         W 155 cm | 61,02” D 155 cm | 61,02” H 62 cm | 24,40”
VOLUME  1,48 m³ |  52,26ft³
WEIGHT  156kg | 343,92lbs

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 8 to 10 weeks for FOOGO collections.
Delivery time is not included.
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